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2.5 THE NEED FOR THE PEACE SITE C PROJECT - (Cont1d)

(b) Alternative Projects Available

The number of feasible alternatives to the Peace Site C

project at this stage of the planning process is rather limited.

Although there are many potential future hydro and thermal power

projects in British Columbia, the studies for most of these

alternatives are not sufficiently advanced so that they could

become feasible alternatives to the Peace Site C project for a

1987 in-service date. The earliest feasible in-service dates of

major new generation projects that B.C. Hydro is now considering

for future construction are summarized below:

Projects

Hydro:

Peace Site C
Murphy Creek
Stikine-Iskut
Liard

Therma 1 :

Hat Creek, coal
East Kootenay, coal

Earliest Feasible
In-Service Date

1987
1988
1991
1992

1987
1988

The firm energy capabilities and the average energy

costs of the above projects are summarized in Fig. 2-2. The

average energy costs shown in Fig. 2-2, which are relative to the

Revelstoke hydro project, are all at equivalent price levels, and

include the costs of major project transmission required to

de1iver power to the integrated transmi ssion system, as we11 as

transmission losses. Although B.C. Hydro has no specific plans

for a future nuclear powerplant in British Columbia, the average

energy cost of nuclear power is included in Fig. 2-2 for

comparison with other potential power sources.
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2.5 THE NEED FOR THE PEACE SITE C PROJECT - (Cont'd)

Only conventional proven power sources have been consi-

dered as feasible alternatives. Unconventional power sources such

as solar power, wind power, tida1 power, etc. have often been

suggested in pub 1ic debates. However, most of these unconven-

tional sources are still in the research and development stage.

Preliminary cost estimates of these alternatives indicate that

with current technology they would be much more expensive than

convent iona1 power sources. Unless these costs can be reduced

through further research and development, and until the technical

feasibility and reliable operation of these alternatives is

demonstrated with large scale commercial demonstration projects,

B.C. Hydro must concentrate its studies of alternative power

sources on more conventional alternatives. B.C. Hydro is

currently conducting studies on geothermal power generation, but

the technical feasibility and costs of this particular alternative

have not yet been established to the point where it can seriously

be considered as a realistic alternative for a major new source of

power supply within the next decade.

(c) Reasons for RecQmmending Peace Site C

The Peace Site C project would be one of the most

economl c sources of new power supply for the B.C. Hydro system.

Only the northern hydro developments of the Stikine and Liard may

be compet itive in costs with Peace Site C. However, they have

received only preliminary study to date, and could not be

developed before the early 1990s.

The alternative thermal power projects, Hat Creek and

East Kootenay, would be significantly more expensive than Peace

Site C. Hat Creek power costs would be about 70 percent higher

than Peace Site C costs without flue gas desulphurization (FGD)

and could be twice as high if the B.C. Pollution Control Branch

requires full scrubbing to remove sulphur dioxide. If the Peace
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2.5 THE NEED FOR THE PEACE SITE C PROJECT - (Cont'd)

Site C project could not be developed, the added direct costs of

generating the 4530 GW.h/a of potential energy from Peace Site C

with thermal power from Hat Creek instead would range from $44 to

$65 million annually at 1980 price levels.

Fig. 2-3 shows the recommended system expansion plan to

meet loads in the 1980s with Peace Site C, Murphy Creek and the

first unit at Hat Creek added in that order. These projects are

shown in relation to the capabilities of plants on line now and

the Revelstoke project which is under construction. Also shown is

the probable energy load forecast which these plants are intended

to serve.

Parts two and three of this Environmental Impact State-

ment examine the potential environmental and socio-economic

impacts which would result from the Site C project, and also the

opportunities for mitigating these impacts or for compensating for

them. B.C. Hydro is confident that, provided appropri ate mitiga-

tion and compensation measures are implemented, the net project

impacts can be kept to a minimum and the project can be made

environmentally and socially acceptable to the people of British

Co1umbia.

It is for these economic and environmental reasons that

B.C. Hydro recommends the Peace Site C hydroelectric project as

the next major generation project after Revelstoke.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

SECTION 3.0 BENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS

The Peace River Site C hydroelectric project is preferred by

B.C. Hydro as the next addition to its electrical generating system.

The project meets B.C. Hydro's objectives of providing minimum long-run

cost of service to its customers safely and reliably at an acceptable

level of environmental impact. Whether the environmental impacts are

acceptable to the public will be determined during the course of public

heari ngs held in connection with an app 1 icat ion to the provi ncia 1

government for a water 1icence. The government IS respons ibil ity for

licensing also entails a responsibility to ensure that all resources

committed to a project will be used efficiently from the point of view

of maximizing provincial income and that regional or local consequences

do not outwei gh provi nci a1 income gai ns. The purpose of thi s sect; on

is to summarize the results of a social benefit/cost analysis from the

provincial perspective presented in a separate document entitled "Peace

Site C Benefit/Cost Analysis".

The "Guidelines for Benefit/Cost Analysisll published by the

B. C. Environment and Land Use Committee's Secretariat propose a frame-

work for evaluating public projects from three perspectives: provincial

income, regional income and environmental. The provincial income

account presents social benefits and social costs which can be evaluated

in monetary terms. Social benefits produced by an electrical generating

station are taken to be equal to the costs of the next best alternative

for equivalent generation. Social costs are based on the value of

capital, labour, materials and environmental resources in their next

best alternative use. These costs will typically differ from the

direct costs of construction and operation paid by B.C. Hydro but must

be estimated to demonstrate that resources would be efficiently

allocated if the project were built.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION- (Cont'd)

The regi ana 1 income framework evaluates income, employment

and resource value changes at a regi ana 1 1eve 1. Thi s account is

included because projects impose costs and benefits to different

degrees upon different population groups in the province. In

Section 16 it is argued that it is important to identify those affected

and how severely they are affected to provide the essential information

for compensation and mitigation decisions. The third account recom-

mended in the Guidelines is concerned with environmental impacts which

cannot be evaluated in dollar terms, and essentially describes the

natura 1 envi ronment with and without the project. Much of thi s Envi-

ronmental Impact Statement 1S devoted to assessing environmental

changes whi ch are not commensurable with soci a 1 benefits and costs

presented in the provincial income account. A summary table at the end

of this section allows the direct comparison of unquantifiable impacts

with provincial income gains.

3.2 SOCIAL COSTS OF PEACE SITE C

Ca) Capital Cost Estimates

The total capital cost of the Peace Site C Project is

estimated to be $1634.7 million in dollars of the year of expendi-

ture for the dam and powerp 1ant. The annual capital cost di s-

bursement 1n both uninflated and inflated dollars is shown in

Table 3-1. A breakdown of major components of the dam and power-

plant costs is given in Table 3-2. The total cost of the trans-

mission system required to connect the Peace Site C project to the

existing system is estimated to be $254.6 million in dollars of

the year of expendi ture. The system is made up of two 500 kV ac

circuits to link Site C with the Peace Canyon transmission

terminal and a third 500 kV ac circuit from the Williston Sub-

stat i on near Pri nce George to the Kelly lake Substation near

lillooet. The total capital cost of Peace Site C hydroelectric

power delivered to the grid would thus be $1889.0 million

including interest during construction and corporate overhead. It
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TABLE 3-1

CAPITAL COSTS OF PEACE SITE C BY FISCAL YEAR
(October 1987 In-service Date)

($ Million)

Generating Station and Transmission

Inflated Dollars2

Fiscal Year Uninflated 1980 (including Corporate
Ending Dollars (including Overhead and Interest

31 March Corporate Overhead) during Construction

19811 27.8 31.9

1982 11.1 15.8

1983 40.0 53.9

1984 120.2 168.8

1985 203.5 313.9

1986 342.6 566.2

1987 257.3 508.3

1988 73.3 207.0

1989 10.4 23.5

1086.2 1889.3

1 Including prior year expenditures

SE 7910

2 Assumed inflation rates: 1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
thereafter

3 - 3

base
8.5 percent
8.25 percent
8.0 percent
7.0 percent
6.0 percent
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TABLE 3-2

CAPITAL COST BREAKDOWN OF PEACE SITE C
($ Million 1980)

Dam and Powerhouse

Earthfi 11 dam

Construction services

Left bank stabilization

Diversion tunnels

$ 11.8

47.3

10.1

6.3

0.3

13.0

38.2

86.9

56.3

110.1

91.1

65.2

67.6

81. 7

77.2

61.0

9.8

$833.9

- civil

- mechanical

- electrical

Land and rights

Reservoir clearing and relocation costs

Site access

Engineering, investigations and supervision

Power intakes, penstocks and north gravity dam

Site clearing

Cofferdams

Spillway and south gravity dam

Powerhouse and switchyard

Contingencies

Construction insurance and bonds
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3.2 SOCIAL COSTS OF PEACE SITE C - (Cont1d)

should be noted that the third 500 kV circuit from Williston to

Kelly Lake would be needed for other potential northern hydro-

electric developments. It is included here because Peace Site C

woul d be the fi rst project to requi re construction of the 1ine.

(b) The Social Opportunity Cost of Capital and the Social Rate

of Discount

The B.C. Environment and Land Use Committee's (ELUC)

IIGuidelines for Benefit/Cost Analysisll state that liThe discount

rate to be used in evaluation of public sector investments in

British Columbia has its basis in the social opportunity cost of

capita 1. The soci a 1 opportunity cost of capital is measured by

pre-tax rates of return on capital invested in the private

sectorll. There are two options presented for determi ni ng the

social discount rate. The first is to estimate the proportion of

funds for a project that would be diverted from other potential

investments within the province. The alternative, if the first

approach cannot be followed, is to use the recommended rate of

10 percent net of inflation with 8 and 12 percent for purposes of

sensitivity analysis.

The social opportunity cost of capital used by B. C.

Hydro can be calculated by estimating the sources of funds to be

used for future capital expenditures and then estimating the

proportion of these funds that would be diverted from various

sectors within the province. It is estimated that about one-half

of B. C. Hydro I s total borrowi ng over the next 10 years wi 11 come

from provincial trusteed funds (superannuation and Canada Pension

Pl an funds), about 30 percent from the Canadi an bond market and

about 20 percent from the U.S. bond market.

The proportion of borrowed funds that would be diverted

from private activity in B.C. cannot be calculated definitively,

but a careful revi ew of the way in whi ch funds waul d be rai sed
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302 SOCIAL COSTS OF PEACE SITE C - (Cont'd)

suggests that the social opportunity cost will lie within a range

bounded at the lower end by the di reet cost of financi ng and at

the higher end by the average pre-tax rate of return in the

pri vate sector 0 Thi sana lys is presents results at a range of

discount rates net of inflation from 3 to 10 percent with 6 per-

cent as the most likely estimate of social opportunity cost.

Three percent is the cost of finance to B.C. Hydro (uninflated),

10 percent is the discount rate recommended in the Guidelines and

6 percent ois the estimate developed in the report IIPeaee River

Site C Benefit/Cost Ana1ysis".

(c) The Social Cost of Labour

The soci a1 opportunity cost of 1abour may differ from

its wage. Social value is measured in terms of contributions to

output. Where the wage earned in one job equals the value of

labour's marginal product in the next best alternative employment,

the wage and soci a1 opportunity cost are equal. If 1abour that

would be employed on a project would otherwise be unemployed then

its social cost is zero - that is, no output is given up by

employing an unemployed worker; however, its wage is determined by

union contract.

While there is an accepted methodology for calculating a

shadow price for labour under conditions of unemployment in pro-

ject analysis, it is not applied here, mainly because there is

great uncertainty in forecasting labour availability by skill type

several years into the future. The potential biases introduced by

not estimating the social opportunity cost of labour would be in

the direction of overstating the social costs of Peace Site C, and

because the costs of Hat Creek energy are used to estimate the

value of the output, overstating the social benefits of the pro-

ject. Since the Hat Creek project is relatively more labour

intens ive the two effects will not completely eance 1 each other

and there will be a corresponding upward bias in the estimation of

net social benefits.
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3.2 SOCIAL COSTS OF PEACE SITE C - (Contld)

(d) The Social Cost of Resources

The evaluation of the social cost of natural resoul'ces

which would be lost to alternative uses follows the same logic as

that for capital and labour - that is, the value that would be

generated in their next best use compared to use in the proposed

hydroelectric development. Value is measured by the willingness

to pay of consumers, whether it is registered in market transac-

tions or in user satisfactions for which no direct price is paid.

The methodologies employed to calculate economic losses

attributable to the project are described in detail in the report

"Peace River Site C Hydroelectric Development Environmental and

Soci o-economi c Assessment, Resource Eva 1uat i on" by Canadi an

Resourcecon Ltd., and summarized in the Peace Site C Benefit/Cost

Analysis. The results for each resource are presented here.

In order to assess the changes in resource values with

the project it is necessary fi rst to defi ne the base project. It

could be argued that the base case is the project which maximizes

energy output while minimizing cost and that any deviation in

design away from these goals would be a form of mitigation. With

thi s 1i ne of reasoni ng the base case woul d have an uncl eared

reservoir. Reservoir clearing would then be justified if and only

if it were economically efficient. However, since it is B.C.

Hydro1s policy to clear reservoirs with recreation potential, the

base case for Peace Site C includes a cleared reservoir. In

Section 18.0 reservoir clearing 1S analyzed as a mitigation

measure and shown to be an effi ci ent expenditure. However, the

resource values shown in Table 3-3 assume a cleared reservoir.

The results of the resource eva 1uat i on shown 1n

Table 3-3 vary substantially across the three scenarios chosen for

the real increase in resource values over time and the three

SE 7910 3 - 7 Part One



TABLE 3-3

PRESENT DISCOUNTED VALUE OF
PEACE SITE C RESOURCE IMPACTS BEFORE COMPENSATION

($ Thousand 1980)

Resource Evaluation Scenario
Low Values1 Medium Values2 Hi h Values3 4

Discount Rate Discount Rate Dlscount Rate
Resource 3% 6% 10% 3% 6% 10% 30/ 6% 10%/0

Fishing 3,278 944 313 8,978 2,255 572 -4,857 299 504

Hunting 897 417 196 1,968 778 387 456 918 507

Genera 1
Recreation 15,557 7073 3365 103,038 28,297 8551 47,238 29,857 13 ,604

Guiding and
Trapping 27 13 6 27 13 6 27 13 6

Agriculture 13,855 5980 2453 47,116 17,766 7289 47,582 17,869 7310

Forestry 931 528 332 931 528 332 931 528 332

TOTAL 34,545 15,005 6,665 162,058 49,637 17,137 91,377 49,484 22,263

1 Low Value Increase Scenario

Rea1 value of recreation per user-day increases at an annual rate of 0 to
2 percent (depending on the activity); no increase in agricultural land put
into production.

3

2 Medium Value Increase Scenario

Rea1 value of recreation per user-day increases at an annual rate of 2 to
4 percent (depending on the activity); increase in agricultural land put
into production wi th vegetable acreage expandi ng to serve 1oca 1 market.

High Value Increase Scenario

Rea1 value of recreation per user-day increases at an annual rate of 5 to
6 percent (depending on the activity); increase in agricultural land put
into production with vegetable acreage expanding to serve regional market.

4 Income constraints that apply to the increase in real value of fishing,
hunting and general recreation for this scenario result in net impacts that
are smaller than in the medium value increase scenario.
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3.2 SOCIAL COSTS OF PEACE SITE C - (Cont'd)

discount rates. This exemplifies both the uncertainty in predic-

ting future resource use and values and the rather underdeveloped

state of resource evaluation techniques. They serve the purposes

of benefit/cost analysis in that project economics are tested

against a range of preservation values which give the benefit of

the doubt to 1eavi ng resources in thei r present use. The resu lts

shaul d, however, be interpreted with caution. Under some assump-

tions the imputed willingness-to-pay for a day of recreation

becomes very large over time. Also the estimates of the amount of

fishing, hunting and general recreational use of the river, as

well as the likely use of land with agricultural capability,

cannot be determined with certainty. The estimated economic rent

from agri cultura 1 1and, for example, is much hi gher than cunent

market values.

The net values of resource impacts shown in Table 3-3 do

not include the compensating effects of possible resource enhance-

ment investments. These are evaluated in Section 18.0 and, using

the same assumptions as Table 3-3, demonstrate that much of the

net loss can be compensated for through investments ln, for

example, reservoir recreation facilities.

(e) Present Value of Capital, Operating and Resource Costs for
Peace Site C

Table 3-4 shows the present discounted values of

capita 1, operating and resource opportunity costs for the Peace

Site C project. Cash flows are discounted over a 70-year period.

Operating costs are calculated as a fixed percentage of capital

costs (roughly one-half of 1 percent) including interim replace-

ment charges. School taxes and water licence fees are excluded

because they are not measures of opportunity cost, although they

would be charged to B.C. Hydro's customers. The medium scenario

for resource values is displayed.
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3.2 SOCIAL COSTS OF PEACE SITE C - (Conti d)

TABLE 3-4

PRESENT DISCOUNTED VALUE OF PEACE SITE C
CAPITAL, OPERATING AND RESOURCE COSTS

($ Millions 1980)

Discount Rate Capital Operating Resource Total

3 930.6 122.2 162.1 1214.9

6 813.4 56.9 49.6 919.9

10 685.4 27.4 17.1 729.9

3.3 SOCIAL BENEFITS OF PEACE SITE C

The traditional approach to evaluating the social benefits of

a public project where the outputs are not priced in a market is to use

the cost of the next best feasible alternative project as the measure

of benefits. In Section 2.0 Part One "Need for the Project", several

potential alternatives to the Peace Site C hydroelectric project are

discussed. All but the Hat Creek thermalelectric project are, however,

not considered to be true alternatives because of physical constraints

in bringing them into service on time to meet forecast loads. Thus the

Hat Creek project is the alternative which must be used to compare with

Site C. In the long run, if the province chooses to leave Site C

undeveloped, the power from that source would have to be provided from

coal or nuclear fuel irrespective of which other hydroelectric sites

are ultimately developed. In addition, therefore, to being the one

project which could be brought in on time, using Hat Creek as the next

best alternat ive gives an appropri ate measure of the soci a1 benefi ts

which could be secured by developing Site C.
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3.3 SOCIAL BENEFITS OF PEACE SITE C - (Conti d)

The total capital cost (in dollars of the year of expenditure

and including corporate overhead and interest during construction) of

the Hat Creek project, for the powerp 1ant and mi ne, is $4019 mi 11ion

for the base plant, $4282 million for the base plant plus 50 percent

flue gas desulphurization (FGD) and $4449 million for the base plant

plus 100 percent FGD. Table 3-5 shows the present discounted values of

capi ta 1, ope rat ing and resource costs for the three alternat ive con-

fi gurat ions of the Hat Creek project. Di scount ing is carri ed ever

70 years; thermalelectric plants have an estimated economic life of

35 years and thus the Hat Creek plant would have to be replaced once

during the assumed economic life of a hydroelectric project (70 years).

The social opportunity cost of coal is calculated at direct mining

cost. There is a potential for synthetic fuels from Hat Creek coal

which could yield a higher return to the resource. This is an

uncertain prospect, however, and in any case the calculation of fuel

costs at the direct cost of mining serves the purposes of this analysis

in that it could only understate the benefits from Peace Site C.

TABLE 3-5

PRESENT WORTH OF HAT CREEK COSTS
($ Million 1980)

Present Present Present Present
Value Value Value Value

Plant Discount Capital Operating Resource Total
Design Rate Costs Costs Costs Costs

3 2451. 9 2509.0 12.5 4973.4

Base 6 1735.2 1202.9 5.0 2943. 1

10 1292.6 577.3 2.1 1872.0

Base plus 3 2611.1 2867.5 12.5 5491. 1

50% FGD 6 1844.6 1372.7 5.0 3222.3

10 1370.9 660.2 2.1 2033.2

Base plus 3 2711.7 3030.9 12.5 5755.1

100% FGD 6 1913.7 1450.1 5.0 3368.8

10 1420.3 697.9 2.1 2120.3
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3.3 SOCIAL BENEFITS OF PEACESITE C - (Cont1d)

The social cost of the Hat Creek project provides a basis for

estimating the social benefits of Peace Site C. Since the projects

have different fi rm energy and capaci ty characteri st i cs the costs of

Hat Creek have to be adjusted to reflect the benefits of the output of

Peace Site C. With an average capacity factor of 65 percent the

2000 MWHat Creek plant would have an average annual firm energy output

of 11 400 GW.h. Peace Si te C woul d generate 4530 GW.h of fi rm energy

annually. After taking transmission line losses into account

4290 GW.h/a would be delivered to the grid at Kelly Lake (line losses

would be negligible from the Hat Creek project because of its proximity

to Kelly Lake.

A further adjustment has to be made to take into account the

differential capacity factors of the two plants. Relative to firm

energy the Peace Site C project has more capacity available to meet

peak loads. While this is not of great value at present in a pre-

dominan~ly hydroelectric system (see discussion of technical planning

criteria in Section 2.0) it will have value in the future. This is

calculated by taking the present worth of future capacity additions.

Table 3-6 shows a range of estimates for the social benefits

from the Peace Site C project. Energy benefits are calculated by

applying the ratio of firm annual energy outputs of the two plants to

the discounted capital and operating costs of the Hat Creek project for

the base plant, the base plant plus 50 percent FGD and the base plant

plus 100 percent FGD. Capacity benefits are calculated using the cost

of future alternative capacity additions in the year in which it is

estimated to be needed - in this case, additional units at Revelstoke

and Mica followed by pumped storage units. None of these additions

would be needed until after the year 2000.
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3.3 SOCIAL BENEFITS OF PEACE SITE C - (Cant'd)

TABLE 3-6

SOCIAL BENEFITS OF PEACE SITE C
BASED ON THE COSTS OF HAT CREEK

($ Million 1980)

Energy Benefits Total Benefits

Discount Base Base + Base + Capacity Base Base + Base +

Rate Plant 50% FGD 100% FGD Benefits Plant 50% FGD 100% FGD

3 1871. 6 2066.4 2165.7 53.1 1924.7 2119.5 2218.8

6 1107.5 1212.6 1267.7 25.6 1133.1 1238.2 1293.3

10 704.5 765.1 797.9 10.1 714.6 775.2 808.0

3.4 SUMMARY BENEFIT/COST EVALUATION

A summary eva 1uat ion of the benefits and costs of Peace

Site C on the Provincial Income Account is presented in this section.

Also, following the recommendations of the HUC "Guidelines for

Benefit/Cost Analysis", a brief examination of the regional and

environmental effects of the Peace Site C project is presented. No

attempt is made to provide a detailed comparison on the regional and

environmental accounts either in this section or in the document Peace

Site C Benefit/Cost Analysis. Rather a framework is presented within

which the results of the detailed environmental studies, as summarized

in the Environmental Impact Statement, can be evaluated in qualitative

terms.

(a) Provincial Income Account

Evaluating the net change in Provincial Income as a

consequence of building Peace Site C indicates whether the result

is economically efficient, that is, that resources employed in

this use earn at least as much as they would in any other economic

use within the province. Tables 3-7 to 3-9 show the benefits and

costs of Peace Site C compared directly to Hat Creek. The energy
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3.4 SUMMARY BENEFIT/COST EVALUATION

from Site Cis evaluated at the cost of energy from Hat Creek.

Resource costs shown in column C are the mid-points of values from

Table 3-3. With benefit/cost ratios ranging from 0.98:1 to 1.83:1

the Peace Site C project is an economically efficient development.

It should be noted that Tables 3-7 to 3-9 include the cost of land

acquisition in the capital costs of the project and the social

opportuni ty cost of agri cultura 1 1and 1n resource costs.

Table 3-10, which removes the social opportunity cost estimates of

both agricultural and forest land following compensation (for

reasons outlined in Section 18), shows a more appropriate measure

of the net benefits of Site C.

TABLE 3-7

BENEFITS AND COSTS OF PEACE RIVER SITE C
COMPARED TO HAT CREEK

BASE PLANT
($ Million 1980)

A B C D E

Discount Present Worth
Rate Present Worth Capital and Present Worth Present Worth B/C

Benefits Operating Resource Net Benefits Ratio
(Cost of Hat Costs Costs Peace Site C A
Creek Energy) Peace Site C Peace Site C A-(B+C) -B+-C

3 1924.7 1052.8 162.1 709.8 1.58

6 1133.1 870.3 49.6 213.2 1.23

10 714.6 712.8 17.1 -15.3 0.98
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TABLE 3-8

BENEFITS AND COSTS OF PEACE RIVER SITE C
COMPARED TO HAT CREEK

BASE PLANT PLUS
50% FGD

($ Million 1980)

A B C D E

Discount Present Worth
Rate Present \.Jorth Capital and Present Worth Present Worth B/C

Benefits Operating Resource Net Benefits Ratio
(Cost of Hat Costs Costs Peace Site C A
Creek Energy) Peace Site C Peace Site C A-(B+C) -B+-C

3 2119.5 1052.8 162.1 904.6 1.75

6 1238.2 870.3 49.6 318.3 1.35

10 775.2 712.8 17.1 45.3 1.06

TABLE 3-9

BENEFITS AND COSTS OF PEACE RIVER SITE C
COMPARED TO HAT CREEK

BASE PLANT PLUS
100% FGD

($ Million 1980)

A B C D E

Discount Present Worth
Rate Present Worth Capita 1 and Present Worth Present Worth BIC

Benefits Operating Resource Net Benefits Ratio
(Cost of Hat Costs Costs Peace Site C A
Creek Energy) Peace Site C Peace Site C A-(B+C) -B+-C

3 2218.8 1052.8 162.1 1003.9 1.83

6 1293.3 870.3 49.6 373.4 1.41

10 808.0 712.8 17.1 78.1 1.11
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3.4 SUMMARYBENEFIT/COST EVALUATION- (Cont'd)

TABLE 3-10

NET BENEFITS OF PEACE SITE C
WITH COMPENSATIONANDMITIGATION

($ Million 1980)

A B C D E

Discount Present Worth
Rate Present Worth Capital and Present Worth

Benefits Operating Costs ResoU\~ce Costs Present Worth BIC
(Cost of Hat Peace Site C Peace Site C Net Benefits Ratio
Creek Energy (including (including Peace Site C A
with 50% FGD) compensation) compensation) A-(B+C) -B+-C

3 2119.5 1057.5 58.0 1004.0 1. 90

6 1238.2 872.7 12.1 353.4 1. 40

10 775.2 714.0 3.0 58.2 1. 08

The evaluation on the provincial income account thus

rei nforces project selection based on the engi neeri ng and

corporate financial evaluations. Developing Peace Site C in 1987

woul d be economi ca lly effi ci ent over a range of di scount rates

from 3 percent to 10 percent. With the avail abi 1 ity of export

markets at a price significantly higher than the cost of energy

from Peace Site C the project would also be economically efficient

with a reduced load forecast.

Mitigation (reservoir clearing) and compensation

measures would substantially reduce the net resource impacts of

Peace Site C. Table 3-10 shows the present value of capital and

ope rat i ng costs with reservoi r c 1eari ng and enhancement and the

net resource costs (presented in detail below inSect ion 18.0).

Agri culture and Forestry soci a 1 opportunity costs are reduced to
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3.4 SUMMARY BENEFIT/COST EVALUATION - (Contid)

zero (the cost of private land acquisition is included in project

capital costs). Benefits of Peace Site C are shown based on Fat

Creek with 50 percent FGD.

In the context of the total cost of the project, redLc-

tions in resource opportunity costs have little impact, barely

altering project benefit/cost ratios, but in terms of the resource

costs alone compensation and mitigation measures would be signifi-

cant. The regional effects of such measures would thus be mLch

more important than provincial income account effects.

(b) The Regional Account

In the regional account, explicit consideration is given

to the effects of the project upon particular subgroups within the

province, rather than upon British Columbians as a whole.

The Provincial Income Account deliberately ignores such

distributional considerations, due to its preoccupation with

economi c effi ciency. A bas ic premi se of the income account is

that if all benefi ts from the project exceed all costs, the

project is socially desirable. No weight is given to questions of

which groups bear the costs, and which groups enjoy the benefits.

The net benefits of electrical generation are shared

throughout the entire province. B.C. Hydro uses a postage stamp

rate system (a uniform rate structure throughout the province

regardl ess of costs except for iso1ated areas served by diese 1

units), whereby higher cost of service regions, such as the Fort

St. John area, receive transfers from lower than average cost

service regions. As for indirect (nonenergy) benefits of the

Site C project, local residents at public meetings held in the

area repeatedly asked: IIWhat will Peace River residents gain from

this project?1I The primary gain will be through increased employ-

ment and income opportunities for local residents during the
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3.4 SUMMARY BENEFIT/COST EVALUATION - (Cont'd)

construction of the dam, and the spin-off effects of expenditures

by construction workers. However, these effects are mostly short

term and, judging from experience with the Peace Canyon and Seven

Mile projects, are relatively modest on a regional scale.

Although the B.C. government has exempted Peace River generation

facilities from school tax levies, construction facilities would

be taxed and also transmission lines and substations when they are

completed. Existing Provincial school financing policies provide

for annual subsidies from the t'1inistry of Education which would

protect local taxpayers from tax increases caused by the project.

On the cost side, the project wi 11 alter the resource

base of the regi on: in some instances the opportunity costs

associ ated with these changes wi 11 be borne in 1arge measure by

the 1oca 1 res idents. A1so, negative effects on community

services, housing and prices will most likely be felt by residents

who will not be direct recipients of income and employment bene-

fits.

(c) Income and Employment

Table 3-11 shows the change in regional income and

employment resulting from the construction and operation of the

Peace Site C project. Peace Site C would have a short-term impact

during the construction phase but minimal long-term benefits in

terms of ope rat ing work force. Regi ana 1 income woul d increase

about 7 percent during the peak year of construction in the Peace

River area with the project, but would decline afterwards to about

the same level as without the project.

The present discounted value of gross disposable income

benefits in uninflated 1980 dollars would be about $164 million.

It is difficult to estimate how much of this total would be a net

gain to the region, that is, earnings in excess of opportunity

cost. Under conditions of full employment the net gains would be
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3.4 SUMMARY BENEFIT/COST EVALUATION - (Cont1d)

sma 11 as 1oca 1 workers who take jobs on the dam wou 1d have to be

replaced in their previous employment by in-migrants. Alterna-

tively, if the newly created positions, both direct and induced,

were filled either by previously unemployed workers or by new

entrants to the labour force from the local population most of the

total income benefits would be net gains to the region.

TABLE 3-11

REGIONAL INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT
PEACE SITE C

Income Employment
Construction ($ Million 1980)1 (man-years)

Direct 74.6 2300
Indirect 74.1 50

SUBTOTAL 148.7

Operation

Direct 7.4 0-25/year
Indirect 8.2 0-27/yea r

I5':b

TOTAL 164.3
--

1 Present value discounted at 6 percent.

(d) Resources

An important consideration in assessing the distribu-

tional consequences of development relates to ownership of

resources. In the case of crown resources, the government owns

and manages in the public interest. In the case of privately-

owned resources, B.C. Hydro pays compensation to the owners if the

development imposes costs on them. For Crown resources for which

use or access rights are claimed equity considerations in the form

of compensation may be required.
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3.4 SUMMARY BENEFIT/COST EVALUATION - (Cont'd)

The forest resource is a Crown resource. Both the

benefits and costs resulting from Site C will fall directly within

the jurisdiction of the provincial government. No equity or

di stri but iana 1 cons iderat ions waul d ari se wi th either project.

The forestry resource in the Site C reservoir area is insignifi-

cant vis-a-vis the regional logging and sawmilling industry and no

secondary costs or regional income loss will therefore be

experienced.

Agri cultura 1 1and is ei ther pri vate ly owned or Crown

lease or Crown land. For the privately-owned land, the rights of

ownership dictate that compensation be paid by B.C. Hydro in order

that the owner not be 1eft worse off than before. The amount of

compensation monies to be paid will be determined by negotiation

between developer and owner. For Crown 1ease 1and, there are

similar provisions for compensation for deletions of e.g., grazing

rights. Equity considerations are, in general, adequately handled

through the transfer of land ownership.

Although recreation resources are usually recognized as

a Crown resource, the right to use recreat iana 1 resources has

evolved over time to the point where many consider it an inalien-

able public right. By definition, recreation rights as a common

property resource do not confer any special privileges to specific

groups. Consequent ly, compensation for losses of recreat iona 1

resources would be paid to all resource owners (the people of

British Columbia) via Crown agencies. However, Peace River area

residents have only a limited number of recreation sites that are

similar in both quality and accessibility to the Peace River.

While the project would not have a significant impact on recrea-

tional resources when seen from the provincial perspective, the

regional impact of Peace Site C would clearly be significant.
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3.4 SUMMARY BENEFIT/COST EVALUATION - (Cont'd)

The redistribution of project costs and benefits na

investment in enhancement projects is one means of decreasing the

recreation impacts of Site C. Compensation measures, including

campgrounds, picnic grounds, spawning facilities, and fish and

wildlife management plans, are evaluated in Section 18. However,

to ensure that such investments adequately offset resource losses,

the distributional consequences of mitigation and enhancement

projects must also be assessed. Under certain circumstances some

people who would benefit from compensation may not have expey'-

ienced any loss of resource benefits whil e those people who are

adversely affected by resource development will receive no

benefits if a particular compensation scheme is implemented. For

example, investment in recreation facilities on the reservoir

might provide benefits mainly to recreationists different from

those who enjoyed the river. River recreationists might not

percelve enhanced reservoir recreation opportunities as compensa-

tion for the loss of the Peace River.

(e) The Environmental Account

Benefits and costs which can be quantified are often the

least controversial aspects of project analysis. With the emer-

gence of consensus on broad analytical approaches as exemplified

by the ELUC IIGuidelines for Benefit/Cost Analysisll, disagreement

over results is typically not difficult to resolve. However,

there is a danger in the benefit/cost approach that values which

cannot be quant ified are treated as 1ess important than those

which can be quantified. Uncertainty over social and environmen-

tal change, safety, a desire to see familiar surroundings left

untouched and so on cannot be covered in an analytical framework.

There is simply no acceptable response to the individual who wants

to preserve his lifestyle and environment intact. Table 3-12

presents a summary of the environmental impacts of Peace Site C.
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3.4 SUMMARYBENEFIT/COST EVALUATION- (Cont'd)

In its choice amongst alternative energy developments

B.C. Hydro can make explicit its decision criteria. Social

choi ces encompass i ng a broader range of values are appropri ate ly

left to governmental decision-making. To forego Peace Site C in

favour of thermalelectric development is not defensible on

economi c effi ci ency grounds. At a regi ona 1 1eve 1 many of the

quantifiable resource impacts of Peace Site C could be compensated

for by investments in enhancement facilities (see Section 18.0).

Accounting for income and employment benefits there may indeed be

a net regional gain on the quantifiable side of the ledger.

However, within the region the gains and losses with the project

will be felt by different groups. The unquantifiable visual,

aesthet i c and re 1ocat ion impacts whi ch cannot be mitigated or

compE?nsated for have to be vi ewed withi n the context of the

provincial income gains which would be foregone if the Peace

Site C Project is left undeveloped.
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TABLE 3-12

ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOUNT SUMMARY OF PEACE SITE C IMPACTS

Potential for Potential for
Impact Significance Direction Mitigation Compensation

Land Resource

Agriculture 2 N F
Forestry 1 N N
Minerals 0 N N
Wildlife 1 P F

Water Resources

Qua 1ity 0 N N
Supply 1 + N N
Fish 1 P F

Air and Climate

Air quality 0 N N
Climate 1 0 0

Aesthetic/Visual 2 0 0

Recreation 2 P P

Community Resources

Physical infrastructure 1 0 P
Relocation 2 0 P
Community Stability 1 0 P
Social infrastructure 1 0 F
Income 1 + N N
Employment 1 + N N
Heritage Resources 1 P P

Potential for Potential for
Significance Direction Mitigation Compensation

(0) Insignificant (+) Positive (F) Full mitigation (F) Full compensation
(1) Minor (-) Negative (P) Partial mitigation (P) Partial compensation
(2) Major (0) None (0) None

(N) Not applicable (N) Not applicable
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SECTION 4.0 - PROJECT DESCRIPTION

4.1 PRESENT HYDROELECTRIC FACILITIES

As shown on Fig. 4-1 the W.A.C. Bennett Dam is located about

177 km (110 mi) upstream of the British Columbia-Alberta border. The

associated Williston Lake reservoir provides substantial multi-year-

regulation of the Peace River. The G.M. Shrum Generating Station

located at the 183 m (600 ft) W.A.C. Bennett Dam houses 10 generating

units with a maximum continuous generating capacity of 2730 megawatts

(MW).

Peace Canyon hydroelectric facilities, located 22.5 km (14 mi)

downstream of the W.A.C. Bennett Dam, are currently under construction.

The development comprises a 50 m (165 ft) high dam and a four-unit

powerplant having a maximum generating capacity of 700 MW.

4.2 PROPOSED SITE C PROJECT SITE

The proposed Site C damsite and reservoir are located where

the Peace River has carved a valley a few kilometres wide and 180 to

230 m (600 to 750 ft) deep in a relatively flat to slightly rolling

plain. The valley slopes are continually undergoing adjustment; land-

slides, confined mostly to overburden, are common. The proposed damsite

is about 7 km (4.5 mi) southwest of the city of Fort St. John and

0.8 km (0.5 mi) downstream of the mouth of the Moberly River.

At the proposed axis, the river channel contains up to 10 m

(33 ft) of sand and gravel and some cobbles and boulders overlying

weathered shales and siltstone bedrock.

The left (north) bank rises at a slope averaging 1.75H:IV to

an extensive terrace about 150 m (500 ft) above river level. Silty
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4.2 PROPOSED SITE C PROJECT SITE - (Cont'd)

shale bedrock is exposed to about 57 m (185 ft) above river level. The

overburden above the bedrock cons ists of sand, gravel, cobbles and

boulders for about 20 m (65 ft) overlain by 88 m (290 ft) of sands,

silts and clays, and a gravel cover.

The right (south) bank is a series of shale terraces overlain

by a few metres of sand and gravel with a thin covering of silt. The

valley slopes and terraces are forested and are not subject to ravelling

except in an area a little downstream of the dam axis where many shallow

slides have occurred.

4.3 PROJECT ARRANGEMENT

The proposed project arr~t1gement (shown in Fig. 4-2) would

have a zoned earthfill dam across the main river channel. An approach

channel excavated in the river terrace on the right abutment would lead

to a power intake and a gated chute spillway slightly downstream of the

main dam axis. Six partially buried penstocks down the right bank of

the river would supply the six-unit powerplant located at the foot of

the bank immediately downstream of the toe of the earthfill dam.

(a) Earthfill Dam

The zoned earthfill embankment 1180 m (3870 ft) long and

up to 60 m (200 ft) high would be founded primarily on 8 m (25 ft)

deep riverbed sediments; however, an impervious central core would

extend down to the shale bedrock. The embankment slopes would be

somewhat f1atter than usual for an earthfi 11 dam because of the

foundation characteristics of the site. The shell zones of the

dam would be constructed of granular fill from excavation for the

spillway power intake channel and materials from the left bank

excavation. Coarse gravel would provide an outer protective

faci ng to the full downstream slope and the upper part of the

upstream slope. Riprap would protect the upper part of the

upstream face from reservoir wave action.
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4.3 PROJECT ARRANGEMENT - (Cont'd)

The central dam core would be formed of impervious

material obtained by selection of clayey-silt material from the

1eft bank excavation. Processed filters and a trans ition zone

required between the core and the shells and a downstream drain

would utilize clean, select pit-run granular fill from an adjacent

borrow area.

(b) Power Intakes and Penstocks

The intake forebay channel, which would also carry flow

to the spillway, would be excavated in the river terrace on the

right side of the valley.

The concrete intake structure would be parallel to the

right river bank and would extend from the earthfill dam axis to

the spillway headworks. The gravity structure would be 435 m

(1430 ft) long and 38.4 m (125 ft) high incorporating six power

intakes each controlled by vertical lift gates.

The penstocks connecting the intake to the turbi nes in

the powerhouse located parallel to the river channel at the foot

of the bank would be laid in trenches cut into the shale bedrock

surface and backfilled.

(c) Spi 1 1way

The spi 11way woul d be located adjacent to the power

intake structure on the right riverbank and would be supplied from

the common forebay channel. The spillway would have a maximum

discharge capacity of 16 600 m3/s (586,000 cfs).:I: It could pass

the Project Flood of 11 900 m3/s (420,000 cfs) which has an esti-

mated 1000-year return period, without the reservoir level

exceeding El. 463.3 m (1520 ft).

:I: Corresponding to the Probable Maximum Flood (see Section 4.4).
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4.3 PROJECT ARRANGEMENT - (Cont'd)

The spillway structures would comprise a seven-bay gated

overflow structure with a chute terminating into a stilling basin.

The headworks structure would contain seven vertical lift gates.

The spillway of the proposed Site C project will require

a deep stilling basin designed to effectively dissipate the energy

of the spi 11way discharge and prevent extens ive scouri ng of the

downstream river channel duri ng 1arge spi 11way discharges.

Special design of the spillway would be necessary to reduce

possible high gas supersaturation levels during the infrequent

spillway discharges.

(d) Powerplant and Switchyard

The six-unit powerp-Iant would be located immediately

downstream of the toe of the earthfill dam parallel to the river

and intake forebay channels. The service bay would be situated at

the west end of the powerhouse adjacent to the toe of the

earthfi 11 dam. Powerhouse access woul d be from a 1eft (north)

bank project access road via the downstream toe berm of the main

earthfill embankment.

Under a net head of 48.4 m (159 ft) with the reservoir

at normal operating level El. 461.8 (1515 ft), the six-unit full

plant capacity would be about 900 MW.

The control building would be located adjacent to the

southwest side of the servi ce bay. Although it is expected that

the plant would normally be controlled from the G.M. Shrum Genera-

ting Station and from the Burnaby Mountain System Control Centre

near Vancouver, it could also be controlled from the project

control building.
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4.3 PROJECT ARRANGEMENT - (Contld)

Power from the plant would be fed to a switchgear

building on the right bank of the river. The initial stage of the

plant would require one 500 kV transmission line from Site C to

Peace Canyon. By the time all six units are completed, a second

500 kV line from Site C to Peace Canyon along the same right-of-

way as the first line will be required. In addition, provision

would be made in the switchgear building for the addition of a

future 500 kV line and four 138 kV lines. The future 500 kV lines

cou 1d be used as interconnection with Alberta whi 1e the 138 kV

1ines wi 11 be used to supply future load growth in the Fort

St. John and Dawson Creek areas.

(e) Diversion Tunnels and Auxiliary Outlet Facilities

Diversion of the river during construction of the earth-

fi11 embankment across the river channel woul d be by means of

three concrete-lined tunnels through the left abutment.

Low-level outlet facilities would be incorporated into

the plug of one diversion tunnel during the low flow season prior

to final closure and filling of the reservoir. The other diversion

tunnels would then be closed off with concrete plugs upon comple-

tion of the earthfill embankment and the spillway structures.

During filling of the reservoir, releases would be made from the

project to maintain the minimum flow requirements downstream of

the dam.

(f) Abutment Slopes and Project Access Road

Extensive excavation would be required at the damsite to

flatten the slope of the overburden materi a1 above the shale

bedrock on the left (north) bank of the river. Although the left

bank is relatively stable in its present state, flattening would

be necessary to ensure a conservative factor of safety for the

stability of the newly excavated slopes required for diversion

tunnel portals and temporary and permanent access roads.
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4.4 HYDROLOGY

Detailed analyses have been made of meteorological factors

affect ing the flood flows in the Site C drainage area to compute the

Probable Maximum Flood. Based on these analyses and taking into consi-

derat ion the regul ating effect of upstream reservoi rs as well as the

Site C reservoir, the peak spillway discharge from the Probable Maximum

Flood would be 16 600 m
3
/s (586,000 cfs). This discharge has an

expected return period of more than 1 million years.

Frequency analysis of regulated peak discharges at Site C

yielded a Project Flood of 11 900 m3/s (420,000 cfs) with an estimated

1000-year return period. This smaller flood discharge was selected for

design purposes where dam safety would not be involved.

The flows available for pOler at Site C would be made up of

regulated releases from the W.A.C. Bennett Dam and local tributary

inflow. Operation of the 42 billion m3 (34 million ac/ft) of live

storage in Williston Lake provides significant regulation of the natural

river flows. Based on records for 1945 to 1975, the average flow at

Site C would be 1210 m3/s (42,725 cfs). Because of Williston Lake

regulation, almost all of this flow could be used to generate power.

4.5 RESERVOIR

The proposed reserVOlr normal operating level at Site C would

be El. 461. 8 m (1515 ft). The reservoi r woul d have a surface area of

about 9440 ha (23,600 ac) of which approximately 4840 ha (12,100 ac)

would be water area within the existing river channel. The reservoir

volume would be about 2.31 billion m3 (1.87 million ac/ft). To achieve

maximum energy output at Site C very small reservoir level changes from

the normal operating level would be required at this run-of-river

plant. Drawdown to accommodate optimum daily and weekly regulation

would not generally exceed 0.6 to 1 m (2 or 3 ft).
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4.5 RESERVOIR - (Cont/d)

When passing small floods, the reservoir might temporarily

rise 0.3 to 0.6 m (lor 2 ft) due to operational requirements. To pass

the Project Flood, which has an estimated IOOO-year return period, the

reservoir level would not exceed El. 463.3 m (1520 ft).

Out of the total 9440 ha (23,600 ac) of reservoir area 3560 ha

(8900 ac) of tree-covered land would be inundated. B.C. Hydro would

propose that this area be completely cleared, merchantable timber

logged and removed) and residual growth burned. Remaining debris would

be cleaned from the reservoir during the initial years of operation.

Existing bank conditions along the Peace River show evidence

of sloughing and sliding. The Site C reservoir would impound water at

a higher level than has occurred under natural flood flows) increasing

groundwater levels and precipitating or reactivating some slides and

causing an initial increase in sloughing. Also) there would be some

beaching and local sloughing of silty slopes resulting from wave

action. However, investigations have shown that flooding of the reser-

voir would not result in a large scale increase in landslide activity.

The erosive effect of flowing water along the banks would be removed

and in some areas this could decrease bank undercutting and erosion.

It is estimated that the main Site C reservoir would not fill

with sediments for 700 years or more. However) deltas would build up

at the heads of the tributary reservoir arms which would progressively

be filled in with suspended sediment. This would not interfere with

operation of the project.

4.6 CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

The proposed construction schedule would be about 6 years

durat ion from issue of the first tender documents to the in-servi ce

date of Units 1 and 2.
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4.6 CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE - (Cont'd)

The first major construction activities would be project

access work and excavation on the left bank for the diversion facili-

ties. Then, cofferdams on both banks would be constructed, restricting

the Peace River to the main river channel.

The divers ion tunnels woul d be constructed behi nd the 1eft

bank cofferdam. Behind the right bank cofferdam, and on the slope

above, excavation for the powerplant and spillway facilities would be

completed. In addition, earthfill embankments would be started behind

the cofferdams using materials from the excavations.

Closure of the dam would be accomplished by placing a coffer-

dam across the remaining river channel connecting portions of the main

earthfill embankment already constn.cted within the initial right and

left bank cofferdams. This would divert flows through the diversion

tunnels and result in temporary raising of water levels during spring

freshets up to approximately El. 426 m. Following closure, construction

of the major powerplant and spillway facilities on the right bank would

cont inue for about 31 months. Towards the end of thi s peri od, one

diversion tunnel would be closed to permit construction of low-level

outlet facilities, with rlver flows restricted to the other two

tunnels. The earthfill dam, powerplant and spillway facilities would

then be completed.

Finally, the other two diversion tunnels would be closed and

the reservoir filled. The low-level outlet facilities would be operated

during the filling period.

Units 1 and 2 would be commissioned in October of Year 6,

followed by the remaining four units at 6-month intervals.
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4.6 CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE - (Cont1d)

Construction scheduling is based on using large volumes of

excavated materials from both abutments in the earthfill dam. Addi-

tional sources of aggregate, embankment borrow, filter and drain

material are also available from river benches on both banks to supple-

ment materials obtained from the required excavations.

Construction facilities would be located on the plateau above

the left abutment and access to the area would be by existing municipal

roads. Potential construction facility areas for the selected project

arrangement are shown on Map 4 Sheet 1 at the end of Part Two of this

Report.
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